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The Acclarix AX8 VET has been designed from the ground up with a relentless focus on delivering unexpected 
levels of innovation and performance at a price point that is equally surprising. Its sleek footprint contains a 
fully sealed control panel that eliminates debris build-up and improves reliability. The AX8 is a fully featured 
diagnostic ultrasound platform with advanced imaging modes, gesture control dual touch screens and a full 
suite of transducers - all tailored to meet the specific needs of veterinarians.

Redefining Innovation Through 
Value and Performance

Intelligent Workflow
Multiple presets and measurements for veterinary applications
Virtual TGC adjustment and auto-optimization for B-mode
Customizable user interface for personalized workflow
Connectivity: DICOM, 4 USB port, Ethernet, video out, PDF, AVI and BMP file export

15"  tilt-and-swivel monitor
with specially bonded glass 

for increased durability

Unique dual gesture control 
touch screens and battery 

level touch sensor

Sleek, compact design facilitates
maneuverability and portability

Fully sealed control panel
eliminates debris build-up 

for easy cleaning

Distinctive Design

Definitive Image Quality
High fidelity, high-channel count architecture combined with advanced imaging 
features result in superb resolution
Tissue Adaptive Imaging (TAI) continuously and automatically optimizes imaging, 
reducing need to tweak controls

The small footprint MC8-4Q 
provides exceptional imaging of 

feline infectious peritonitis.

Echogenic renal pyramids are 
beautifully defined in a dog with 

onion toxicity.

Excellent contrast and detail 
resolution clearly delineates canine 

hypertrophic pylorus.

TAI provides excellent definition 
of thickened bowel in feline 

lymphoma.

TAI provides excellent color 
sensitivity and detail to display 
low flows of this canine kidney.

Exceptional detail resolution easily 
differentiates the gastric wall and 

confirms a foreign body.

TAI enhances detail and contrast 
resolution in this dog with splenic 

nodules and ascites.

The L12-5Q provides stunning 
detail resolution of the spleen and 

bowel layers in this dog.


